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The research in this paper, which revolves around auditing independence, 
starts with the emergence and evolution of auditing independence, identifies the 
importance and influencing factors of auditing independence, and elaborates on 
the auditing independence theory from the perspective of economics. Through 
an analysis and summarization of the definitions of auditing independence, this 
paper argues that the concept of auditing independence is not a static concept, 
but a developing concept, and that it’s not an absolute concept, but a relative 
concept. Through an in-depth analysis of the status quo of the research on the 
auditing independence issue of the current top three auditing branches in China, 
namely the state, private and internal auditing, and presents response measures 
aimed at improving the auditing independence in China at the current stage. 
The structural arrangement and research framework of this paper are as 
follows: Chapter I Introduction primarily provides an overview of the research 
background, theoretical basis, research methodology, major contents and 
innovations of this paper. Chapter II starts with the emergence of auditing 
independence, points out that auditing independence has emerged 
simultaneously with auditing and undergone a development process from 
single-way independence to two-way independence and from independence in 
substance to independence in form, and then proceeds to expounds the 
importance of auditing independence and provides an interpretation of the 
auditing independence theory from the perspective of economics, and finally, by 
analyzing and summarizing the definitions of auditing independence in the 
domestic and international theoretical communities, draws the conclusion that 
the concept of auditing independence is not a static concept, but a developing 
concept and that it’s not an absolute concept, but a relative concept. Chapter III 
mainly provides an analysis of the influencing factors of the respective auditing 














Chapter IV mainly examines the status quo of the top three state, private and 
internal auditing branches in China, and conducts an in-depth analysis of their 
existing problems. Chapter V probes the deficiencies influencing the auditing 
independence of China’s top three state, private and internal auditing branches 
and presents response measures towards their respective sound solutions. The 
Conclusions part of this paper sums up the major viewpoints in this paper and 
the areas requiring further studies, and points out the limitations of this paper.  
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① 根据 2004 年美国审计总署人力资源改革法案修正案，自 2004 年 7 月 1 日，美国审计总署正式更
名。具有 83 年历史的 GAO 改变了其机构名称的用词，从 GENERAL  ACCOUNTING  OFFICE 变
为 GOVERNMENT  ACCOUNTABILITY  OFFICE。前者直译为总会计办公室，后者直译为政府责
任办公室。更名后的美国审计总署名称缩写仍为 GAO。 
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